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Start your bridge project 

with PERI QuickSolve

Quick and intuitive planning

for your bridge project. Define structure and configure formwork in few steps. 

Use safely

due to integrated statical verification and visual summary. Inspect and approve 

without additional time investment.

Flexible use of material

based on material availability. Use for bids or during the plan and execution 

phases, including spontaneous changes during the project.

PERI QuickSolve | Bridge Planner
The planning tool to estimate your bridge project



Start to QuickSolve your project:

PERI QuickSolve planning modules are powerful and effective tools
enabling you to work faster and thus to be more efficient on your
project. With PERI QuickSolve, you have a useful tool at your disposal
that makes your life easier.

PERI QuickSolve helps you to simplify your project:

• It is easy to use, planning is very intuitive
• It takes into account your needs and the material of your choice
• It is free of charge and can be used wherever you need it
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PERI QuickSolve is the quick and easy 

application for planning bridge projects 

with the VARIOKIT Pier System (VPS). 

Depending on the pier geometry 

and formwork system parameters 

selected, PERI QuickSolve will verify 

your project statically, provide a 

solution overview, as well as material 

estimation and documentation with 

2D views. 

All you need to do is enter some basic 

variables of your project, such as the 

number of columns, the form of the 

pier cap, which concrete mix is used, 

and some formwork system features. 

The rest is done by the application. 

What's more, the plans can be 

adapted spontaneously to changing 

situations on your construction site.

The web application is available 24/7 

and can be used for planning bridges. 

It is free of charge and browser based, 

thus, no installation is needed. It runs 

on Computers or Tablets alike, thus 

is a simple to use solution.

PERI QuickSolve is able to plan bridge pier heads. It is a powerful tool that can help you reduce 
material and labour costs based on sophisticated statical verification and simplified planning taking 
into account your inventory. The planning is adaptable to changes in your project. It is accessible with 
computers or tablets and browser based, thus you can use it independent of your actual location.

The first step is to enter variables of your project, 
and select some basic layout features.

Despite the apparent simplicity of PERI 
QuickSolve, the application verifies and estimates 
material requirements for complex geometries.

PERI QuickSolve results are summarized and can 
be exported as PDF.

One powerful tool for your project

PERI QuickSolve allows you to create projects for simple ground plans for wall 

formwork, slab formwork, scaffolding, and even bridges. Planning is really 

easy, quick and intuitive. After entering basic variables such as the general 

layout of your project, height, or wall thickness, the app creates 2D and 3D 

plans that are easy-to-read. The plans can also be adapted spontaneously in 

the course your project if situations arise that require changes in planning.

Your project – your solution

You can include or exclude your own inventory of material, before QuickSolve 

puts together a detailed parts list for material allocation. Another option is to 

plan your project based on a specific product of your choice. In addition, 

QuickSolve also organises balanced cycles to optimally use the material 

required for your project. What’s more, the use of QuickSolve is free of charge, 

after a short registration, you can use the PERI QuickSolve planners wherever 

you want, whenever you want. You are always in control of the planning of 

your project. 

One registration away from simplifying your project

All you need is a computer or tablet with an internet connection, because 

PERI QuickSolve is a browser-based tool, which does not require any 

additional installation After registration, the complete functionality is at your 

disposal. QuickSolve has proven to be a very useful tool for many of PERI’s 

customers, who helped with their feedback to make the app even stronger. 

Based on the requirements and feedback of our users, PERI will continuously 

improve the app and add additional features. Feedback can be sent directly to 

the development team via the app itself. 

The planning tool to estimate your bridge project


